The Corporation of the
United Counties of Prescott and Russell

By-law 2019-61

To authorize the entering into a Municipal Contribution Agreement between the Corporation of the United Counties of Prescott and Russell, the Eastern Ontario Wardens’ Caucus (“EOWC”), the Eastern Ontario Regional Network (“EORN”), and the Eastern Ontario Mayors Committee (“EOMC”) for the EORN’s Mobile Broadband Project.

Whereas the Province of Ontario and the Government of Canada have both approved funding for the EORN’s Mobile Broadband Project, and have each agreed to provide $71,000,000 in funding towards the Project;

And whereas there is a requirement for a minimum contribution from the municipalities forming part of EOWC and the EOMC of $10,000,000 towards the Project;

And whereas the Project is expected to cost approximately $213,000,000 with the balance of contribution coming from the private sector participants in the Project;

And whereas the Council of each municipality has to approve its contribution as well as the method of payment.

The Council of the Corporation of the United Counties of Prescott and Russell enacts as follows:

1. That the Municipal Contribution Agreement between the Corporation of the United Counties of Prescott and Russell, the EOWC, the EORN, and the EOMC for the EORN’s Mobile Broadband Project is hereby adopted and forming part of this By-law as Schedule A.

2. That the Warden and Treasurer are hereby authorized to sign and execute the Municipal Contribution Agreement.

3. That the Corporation of the United Counties of Prescott Russell’s municipal contribution of $683,085 be paid in full in the first year in accordance with the Prepayment Option, as specified in the Municipal Contribution Agreement

By-law read a first, second, and third time, and passed on November 27, 2019.
Robert Kirby, Warden

Mélissa Cadieux, Clerk
Schedule A to By-law 2019-61

See attached “Municipal Contribution Agreement between the Corporation of the United Counties of Prescott and Russell, the EOWC, the EORN, and the EOMC”